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THE TOP 

Happy Tuesday. The government shuts down at midnight Thursday, and we still have no 
clear idea how Congress will resolve this looming crisis. More on that in a moment.

 

Let’s just spend a second reviewing where lawmakers left off Monday evening on 
advancing President Joe Biden’s agenda.

 

Speaker Nancy Pelosi went into a caucus meeting in the Capitol basement and 
encouraged her rank-and-file Democrats to rally around Biden’s legislative plans. 

 

Then, in a reversal of her previous public comments, Pelosi said House Democrats can 
no longer wait until a reconciliation package is approved -- or even the outlines of the 
mammoth legislation are settled -- before voting in favor of the $1 trillion bipartisan 
infrastructure bill. It’s a shift for Pelosi -- a turnabout of her position that the two bills 
were directly linked -- and presents her with a massive challenge from her left flank.

 

Several dozen progressives have declared they won't vote for the infrastructure bill until 
the $3.5 trillion reconciliation is passed by the Senate or some “ironclad” deal is hashed 
out by party leaders. But Pelosi is now pressing them to change their view and support 
the infrastructure bill anyway, saying the events of the last few weeks have made clear 
that the House-Senate-White House negotiations on the reconciliation package aren’t 
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far enough along to justify that stance anymore. She and a number of other top House 
Democrats are urging progressives to take a win where they can -- for Biden and the 
party.

 

“But here’s the thing: I told all of you that we wouldn’t go on to the BIF [bipartisan 
infrastructure framework until] we had the reconciliation bill passed by the Senate. We 
were right on schedule to do all of that, until 10 days ago, a week ago, when I heard the 
news that this number had to come down,” Pelosi told her rank-and-file Democrats, 
according to a source familiar with her comments. 

 

“We had to accommodate the changes that were being necessitated. And we cannot be 
ready to say until the Senate passed the bill, we can’t do BIF.”

 

For what it ‘s worth, it was clear the topline number for the reconciliation package 
would have to come down more than 10 days ago. Sen. Kyrsten Sinema (D-Ariz.) said 
this in July. Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) signaled the same in August.

 

One thing we heard Monday night from multiple sources in Pelosi’s leadership circle is 
that the speaker can’t do this alone. Pelosi will need Biden and Senate Majority Leader 
Chuck Schumer to push Manchin and Sinema to negotiate on a topline number. 
Especially Biden. Without that, Pelosi can’t make significant headway with progressives, 
since that number will drive many of the policy decisions inside the legislative package 
itself.

 

Pelosi alluded to this dynamic during her remarks before House Democrats on Monday.
 

“[W]we're still waiting for the number because you cannot prove the design on the 
legislation without the number,” Pelosi said to the caucus. “And the president is working 
on that piece. He’s working on that piece. “

 

We all know that Pelosi is a one-woman legislative bulldozer. We’ve seen it. She 
bulldozed the moderates earlier this year when they threatened to take down the budget 
resolution. Now she’s going to have to do the same with the progressives. 

 

Yet this is also clear -- Pelosi is short of the votes she needs to pass the infrastructure 
bill. We won’t bet against her, no one who knows Pelosi ever would. But she clearly has 
a lot of ground to make up inside the caucus between now and Thursday. 

 



Pelosi is basically asking progressives to trust her that Manchin and Sinema will agree 
to a package that the broader Democratic Party will back. That’s an awfully big ask. The 
only insurance policy progressives have is the infrastructure bill. Why would they give 
that up at this point -- especially when they have no true deadline.

 

This might be Pelosi’s legislative challenge yet. It clearly is the most high-profile intra-
party fight she’s faced since the passage of Obamacare more than a decade ago. Look 
for Pelosi to keep up the pressure on progressives during the next couple days, pulling 
in Biden when she to do so.

 

House Republicans plot  
This is new: Our House Republican sources say they’ll force Pelosi to get 218 
Democratic votes for the infrastructure bill before cutting GOP lawmakers free to vote 
yes. This is a big deal. This means Pelosi may have to get to the threshold of final 
passage with no GOP support. Any Republican votes for the measure will only 
materialize after Pelosi proves she can do it.

 

If Pelosi can’t pass the bill on her own, House Republican insiders tell us House 
Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy and his top lieutenants will work hard to make sure it's 
not Republican votes that push her over the top. At least four Republicans -- Reps. Fred 
Upton (Mich.), Tom Reed (N.Y.), Brian Fitzpatrick (Pa.) and Don Young (Alaska) -- have 
declared publicly that they will vote for the bill, which passed the Senate with strong 
bipartisan support. But McCarthy will have the ability to hold Republicans against the 
bill if Democrats are squirming. 

 

If Pelosi does get 218 on her own, more than 10 Republican lawmakers will jump on 
board and vote yes, our sources tell us.

 

This kind of gamesmanship is a classic floor tactic used by leadership in both parties 
since the dawn of time, but rarely has there been so much at stake. If Pelosi and the 
White House fail to push through the infrastructure bill, then that will jeopardize 
passage of the $3.5 trillion reconciliation package, the key to President Joe Biden’s 
legislative agenda. With Biden reeling in the polls, a twin defeat like that could be 
devastating for the party and his presidency.

 
  


